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Abstract In this paper we have determined the initial structures of gas giant protoplanets, formed

via disk instability, having a mass range of 0.3–10 Jupiter masses by the simple polytropic method.

The polytropic protoplanets or polytropes have been assumed to be spheres of solar composition,

each of which is in a steady state of quasi-static equilibrium, where the only source of energy is the

gravitational contraction of the gas. The results of our calculations for the polytropes with poly-

tropic indices n= 1 and n= 1.5 are found to be closer to reality and are in good agreement with

the findings obtained by other investigations with more rigorous treatment of the problem.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of National Research Institute of Astronomy

and Geophysics.
1. Introduction

With the discovery of extrasolar planets, the interest in plane-
tary system has been rekindled and a large volume of work has
been done on the physical conditions prevailing in the interior

of such planets both inside and outside the solar system
(Guillot, 1999; Hubbard et al., 2002) and researches are still
being carried out toward the same. Though, it is now generally
agreed that the planets are formed from high orbital angular

momentum materials left over from the formation of stars
but the details of the formation process are still debated
(Hubickyj et al., 2005). Two suggested end viable mechanisms

for giant planet formation are core accretion and disk instabil-
ity. In the core accretion model, a heavy-element core is first
formed by accretion of planetesimals, once the core reaches a
critical mass �10 Earth masses, it can rapidly accrete gas from

the surrounding disk to form a gas giant planet (Hubickyj
et al., 2005; Pollack et al., 1996; Helled et al., 2006). This mech-
anism has been adopted as the standard mechanism of plane-

tary formation in both the solar system and in extrasolar
planets. Recently, extrasolar planets are discovered by direct
imaging (Marois et al., 2008; Kalas et al., 2008). But the stan-

dard core accretion model cannot explain properly the forma-
tion process of such planets, because it is believed that the gas
from the disk disappears before the formation of the massive
solid core (Dodson-Robinson et al., 2009). With the difficulties

encountered with the core accretion models, the disk instability
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Table 1 Central values of thermodynamic variables inside the considered protoplanetary masses for different values of the polytropic

index n.

M/MJ qc · 10�9 (g cm�3) Pc (dyne cm
�2) Tc (K)

n= 0 n= 0.5 n= 1 n= 1.5 n = 0 n= 0.5 n = 1 n = 1.5 n = 0 n = 0.5 n= 1 n = 1.5

0.3 3.17 5.82 10.43 19.00 17.22 335.58 559.32 772.40 144.84 126.33 144.84 155.99

1.0 3.04 5.59 10.02 18.23 36.31 709.10 1181.87 1632.27 318.83 278.09 318.83 343.37

3.0 2.87 5.26 9.42 17.16 69.83 1360.43 2267.51 4031.02 649.92 556.87 649.92 699.96

5.0 3.82 7.02 12.56 22.91 144.22 2809.59 4682.55 6466.96 1005.83 877.29 1005.81 1083.27

7.0 4.21 7.73 13.85 25.22 205.22 3998.00 6664.11 9202.75 1299.84 1133.73 1299.84 1399.91

10.0 3.41 6.25 11.20 22.40 196.17 3821.57 12738.48 8796.85 1536.17 1339.86 1536.18 1654.44

Figure 1 Temperature distributions inside the polytropes with masses 1 MJ and 10 MJ for different values of the polytropic index n;

(a) with 1 MJ and (b) with 10 MJ.
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model, once in vogue, has been reformulated with fragmenta-
tion from massive protoplanetary disks (Nayakshin, 2010;

Boley et al., 2010; Cha and Nayakshin, 2011). Although some
questions arise as to whether stable protoplanets could form or
not, the idea is believed to be a promising route to the rapid

formation of giant planets in our solar system and elsewhere
(Boss, 2007). Unfortunately, the initial structures of the proto-
planets formed via gravitational instability are still unknown

and different numerical models can be found to report differ-
ent configurations (Helled and Schubert, 2008; Helled and
Bodenheimer, 2011).

Simulations made by Boss (2002, 2007) predicted colder

and less dense objects than the ones found in Mayer et al.
(2002, 2004) and the investigations made by both the groups
can be found to present warmer and denser initial configura-

tions than the ones used in the investigations of DeCampli
and Cameron (1979) and Bodenheimer et al. (1980). However,
so far, no author has shown that such protoplanets with defi-

nite structures exist in reality. Boss (1998, 2002, 2007), in his
studies, assumed initial protoplanets to be radiative equilib-
rium, while Helled and Bodenheimer (2011) found the proto-

planets to be fully convective with thin radiative outer zones,
which is consistent with Bodenheimer et al. (1980). Paul
et al. (2012a,b) neglected the thin outer radiative zone and

assumed such protoplanets to be fully convective, which can
be found to be consistent with (Helled et al., 2005), whereas
Paul and Bhattacharjee (2013) and Paul et al. (2013) conducted

their investigations assuming the protoplanets to be in conduc-
tive-radiative equilibrium. In their investigation Paul et al.
(2011) investigated solid grain settling time inside a polytropic
protoplanet determining its structure, where they concluded

that the segregation time scale obtained by the polytropic
method is quite realistic.

In this study we intend to determine the initial structures of

gaseous giant protoplanets formed via disk instability having
masses between 0.3 and 10 Jovian masses by a simple polytrop-
ic method and to see how they compare the findings obtained

through different investigations.



Figure 2 Temperature distributions inside some polytropes with

polytropic index n= 1.
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2. Model equations

Our model assumes a non-rotating, non-magnetic spherical

giant gaseous object of solar composition in the mass range
of 0.3–10 Jupiter masses. The choice of the mass range is
because it covers most of the observed mass range of extrasolar
giant planets (Helled and Schubert, 2008). Following Paul

et al. (2011), we assume that the object, during its initial stage,
contracts quasi-statically (DeCampli and Cameron, 1979;
Bodenheimer et al., 1980), which is in a steady state of

quasi-static equilibrium, where the gravitational contraction
of the gas is only the source of energy. The structure of the
object during its initial stage then can be given by the polytrop-

ic equation of state (Paul et al., 2011)

P ¼ Kq1þ1=n; ð1Þ
Figure 3 Pressure profiles inside the polytropes with masses 1 MJ and

and (b) with 5 MJ.
where n is polytropic index, P is pressure, q is density and K is

a polytropic constant. It is to be noted here that the solution of
this equation gives the stellar structure and correctly represents
the behavior of stellar gas. But for polytropic protoplanets, the

polytropic index n should sufficiently be small, as initial proto-
planets are expected to be less centrally condensed (Paul and
Bhattacharjee, 2003).

The distributions of the thermodynamic variables then can

be given by the Lane–Emden equation

1

n2

d

dn
n2 dh

dn

� �
¼ �hn; ð2Þ

subject to the boundary conditions h = 1, dh
dn ¼ 0 at n = 0 (cen-

ter), where n is a dimensionless radius and the dimensionless
variable h is related to the thermodynamic variables q, P and

T through the relation

h ¼ q
qc

� �1
n

¼ P

Pc

� � 1
1þn

¼ T

Tc

: ð3Þ

Here Pc, qc and Tc are the central pressure, condensation and

temperature, respectively, and are given by qc ¼ an
3M
4pR3,

Pc ¼ Kq1þ1=n
c and Tc ¼ cn

GM
R

for n = 0.5, 1, 1.5, whereas for
n= 0, the central condensation and temperature are obtained

using the above respective relation but central pressure can be
obtained through the relation Pc ¼ bn

GM2

R4 :
In the above equations, G is the universal gravitational

constant, M is the mass of a protoplanet of radius R and an,
bn, and cn are numerical constants having different values for
different n. The values of an, bn are available in Menzel et al.
(1963) and the values of cn can be constructed through the

formula given below

cn ¼
4plH
3k

bn
an
; ð4Þ

where H is the mass of a hydrogen atom, l is the mean molec-

ular weight and k is the Boltzmann constant.
5 MJ for different values of the polytropic index n; (a) with 1 MJ



Figure 4 Pressure distributions inside some polytropes with poly-

tropic index n= 0.5.
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The remaining term, the mass distribution inside a proto-
planet can be given by the equation (Paul et al., 2011)

dMðrÞ
dr

¼ 4pr2q; ð5Þ

where M(r) is the mass interior to a radius r of a protoplanet.

3. Numerical approach

3.1. Non-dimensionalization

The Eq. (2) was non-dimensionalized with the help of the
transformation n = xn1 and in non-dimensional form, the
equation can be put to the form
Figure 5 Density distributions inside the polytropes with masses 0.3M

MJ and (b) with 10 MJ.
1

x2

d

dx
x2 dh

dx

� �
¼ �n2

1h
n; ð6Þ

where n1 is the first zero of the solution to the Lane–Emden.
The necessary boundary conditions then become

h ¼ 1; and
dh
dx
¼ 0 at x ¼ 0:

Then, the mass distribution given by Eq. (5) with the transfor-
mations r= xR and n = xn1 is reduced to the form

MðxÞ ¼ 4pR3qc

n2
1

�x2 dh
dx

� �
: ð7Þ
3.2. Solution

The determination of the structure of the protoplanets directly
depends on the solution of Eq. (6) and hence Eq. (7). To solve
Eq. (6), the parameter n has to be specified. As is mentioned

earlier, an initial protoplanet is expected to be less centrally
condensed, n is likely to be small. Following Paul et al.
(2011) and Paul and Bhattacharjee (2003), we consider four

different values of n in our investigation, namely 0, 0.5, 1.0,
and 1.5. Inserting the values of necessary parameters involved
in Eq. (6) corresponding to the values of n, we have solved it
with proper boundary conditions for n = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. As

analytic solution of the Lane–Emden equation is not possible
for all the assumed values of n, so we have adopted numerical
technique. With these values as our initial conditions, we have

solved Eq. (6) numerically by the fourth order Runge–Kutta
method to determine h and dh

dx
for different x. The distributions

of the thermodynamic variables q, P and T inside the protopla-

nets with the prescribed masses have been calculated using Eq.
(3) and with the corresponding central values presented in
Table 1, where the used values of the radii with the corre-
sponding masses in our study are taken from the study of
J and 10MJ for different values of the polytropic index n; (a) with 0.3



Figure 6 Densitydistributions inside somepolytropeswith n=1.5.

Figure 7 Mass distributions inside a polytrope with mass 3MJ for

different values of the polytropic index n.
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Helled and Schubert (2008). The results of our calculation are

shown diagrammatically through Figs. 1–6. The mass
distribution is then determined by solving Eq. (7) with the
distributions of h and dh

dx
for varying x inserting the values of

the corresponding parameters involved. Our calculated mass
distributions came through our calculation inside some
protoplanets for different n are shown in Fig. 7.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 represents temperature profiles of polytropic protopla-

nets with masses 1 MJ and 10 MJ for different values of the
polytropic index n. The diagrams for other polytropes consid-
ered generally supported the nature of the diagrams shown in
Fig. 1. We think presentations of all such diagrams should
only be space consuming and not physically instructive, and
hence they have been excluded. It can be observed from the fig-
ure that central temperature inside a protoplanet increases

with increasing value of the polytropic index n except when
n= 0 but surface temperature can be shown to be reduced
with the increasing value of the polytropic index n, which

can be found to be consistent with the corresponding finding
of Paul et al. (2011). Fig. 2 depicts temperature distributions
inside all the polytropes with considered masses for the poly-

tropic index n= 1. It can be shown from the figure that the
more massive is a protoplanet, the hotter is its interior with
the same value of the polytropic index n. The temperature pro-
files inside the polytropes for other polytropic indices generally

supported the trend of the corresponding curves shown in
Fig. 2. Again due to the similar region mentioned above, they
have not been included. However, our presented temperature

profiles that come out through calculations for all the consid-
ered values of the polytropic index n inside all the polytropes
can be found to compare well with the ones presented in

Helled and Schubert (2008), Senthilkumar and Paul (2012),
Paul and Bhattacharjee (2013) and Paul et al. (2013). Our cal-
culated pressure profiles only for the protoplanetary masses 1

MJ and 5 MJ for different values of the polytropic index n are
presented in Fig. 3 and the pressure profiles inside all the poly-
tropic protoplanets with considered masses for the same poly-
tropic index n= 0.5 are presented in Fig. 4. Like before, to

avoid space consumption, other such corresponding figures
related to pressure distribution have been neglected. It can
be observed from Fig. 3 that central pressures inside a proto-

planet increase with increasing n, whereas for increasing n,
the surface pressures can be shown to be reduced. Again, it
can be observed from Fig. 4 that the central pressure of a pro-

toplanet depends on its mass and such a pressure increases
with increasing mass of the protoplanets except the proto-
planet with mass 10 MJ, which can be found to be in excellent

accordance with the corresponding finding in Senthilkumar
and Paul (2012), Paul and Bhattacharjee (2013), Paul et al.
(2013). The pressure distributions obtained in the study with
n= 1 and 1.5 can be found to compare well with the results

presented in Senthilkumar and Paul (2012) and Paul et al.
(2013). But the model can be found to predict objects with
lower central pressure for n= 0 than the ones presented in

both the groups.
Fig. 5 depicts our calculated density distributions inside the

initial protoplanets with masses 0.3 MJ and 10 MJ having the

same considered values of the polytropic index mentioned
above, whereas Fig. 6 presents density distributions for the
considered masses of the polytropic protoplanets with the
same polytropic index n= 1.5. Like before, to avoid space

consumption, other such corresponding figures related to the
density distributions have been excluded. It is seen from
Fig. 5 that the central condensation inside a polytrope

decreases with increasing polytropic index. It is to be noted
here that n= 0 represents configuration for the constant den-
sity model. Also it is seen from Fig. 5 that while n = 0.5, the

distributions are flatter almost like a constant density model.
It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the protoplanet with mass
10MJ is rarer than the protoplanet with masses 5MJ and 7MJ

and the protoplanet with mass 0.3MJ (Saturn) can be found to
be denser than the protoplanets with masses 1 MJ and 3 MJ,
which strongly support the findings of Senthilkumar and
Paul (2012), Paul and Bhattacharjee (2013) and Paul et al.
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(2013). From the figures (Figs. 5 and 6) it is evident that in our
model, matter is not uniformly distributed. There is variation
of parameters due to variation in density along with gravita-

tional stratification, as is expected for initially formed proto-
planets by disk instability. However, the configuration for
density distribution obtained in this study for the polytropic

protoplanets with considered masses for the two indices
n= 1 and n= 1.5 compares fairly well with the ones obtained
in the investigations of Senthilkumar and Paul (2012), Paul

and Bhattacharjee (2013) and Paul et al. (2013). But it is per-
tinent to pin point out here that our obtained density distribu-
tion significantly differs with the ones presented in the
investigation of Helled and Schubert (2008). In reality, initial

configurations of the protoplanets formed via disk instability
are still unknown and different numerical models predict dif-
ferent configurations (Helled and Schubert, 2008; Helled and

Bodenheimer, 2011).
Fig. 7 represents our calculated mass distributions inside a

3 MJ protoplanet for different values of the polytropic index n.

It can be observed from the figure that mass distributions for
n= 1 and n = 1.5 are near to reality. This nature for n= 1
and n= 1.5 can be shown to be similar for all the protoplan-

etary masses considered and like before they have not been
included to avoid space consumption. In the investigation of
Paul and Bhattacharjee (2003), it is seen that if shock wave
is the trigger for fragmentation of the nebula, the initial proto-

planets are likely be convective. For convection n = 1.5. How-
ever, it is seen from the diagrams (1, 3, 5, 7) that for n = 1.5,
the protoplanets have a small envelope and the distributions of

variables namely, temperature, pressure, density and mass are
quite reasonable which are also true for n = 1. However, it is
found that for all the considered values of the polytropic index

n, the system possesses unique solution suggesting that proto-
planets formed via disk instability are a reasonable hypothesis.
The findings of our investigation may be important in the

study of evolution of extra-solar giant planets.

5. Conclusion and future perspective

Implementation of polytropic method is carried out to investi-
gate the distributions of thermodynamic and physical variables
inside protoplanets, formed by gravitational instability, during
their initial stage for protoplanetary masses between 0.3 MJ

and 10 MJ.
Based on the obtained results it can be pointed out here

that the investigation of initial structures of the protoplanets

formed by disk instability employing polytropic method is
quite significant and is reasonable to conclude that the distri-
butions of the thermodynamic and physical variables given

by n = 1 and n= 1.5 are closer to reality. Our future research
work will be oriented toward the evolution of extrasolar pro-
toplanets based on the outputs obtained from the study.
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